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Kingspan
Veha's Lifeline?
• St. Stephen's Green Development ... Building Services Analysis Page 6.
Grundfos
Appointments
• Gordon Barry (above), who has
been appointed Sales Engineer
(Industrial) and Paul AI/en (below),
who has been appointed Sales
Engineer (Domestic) at Grundfos
Ireland Ltd. Both have considerable
experience in these respective
industry sectors.
Bradlee
Goes To
Clyde
THE AGREEMENT appoint-
ing Clyde Systems Lld as sole
agents in the RepublicofIreland
for Bradlee package steam
boilers has now been formalised
with immediate effect.
In making the appointment,
Bradlee cited Clydj:'s strengths
as being their long-established
experience and reputation with
steam boilers; the suppon of
their large team of service
engineers; their comprehensive
spares and service facilities; and
the advantage afforded by the
fact that Clyde are also agents
for Riello burners which, in the
main, are normally fitted to
Bradlee boilers.
Bradlee manufactures several
ranges of boilers - the Bradlee
Continued on page 5
behalf of the workforce which
will see 50 former employees
taken on initially with provision
being made for redundancy
payments to those not taken on
by a date believed to be January
1989.
There are still many issues to
be resolved. However,
speculative comment relating to
those issues would be unhelpful
at this stage.
Best to wish all the parties
involved success in their elTons
to conclude the agreement
whereby the matter can be
finally put to rest with radiator
production once again being
resumed at the Wicklow plant.the back-to-work
devised between
and negotiators on
agreement is all but sealed with
interested parties confident that
the sale will go through without
any hiccup.
The factory closed in May
1986aftera very bitter I I-month
di pute which, in addition to
dividing the work force, also led
to major divisions within the
. town of Wicklow itself.
But now the wounds and
bitter recriminations which
were very much to the fore
initially have subsided, with
those involved appearing to take
a more logical and reasoned
view of the situation as it stands
today.
Hence
forumla
Kingspan
AS WE went to press an
greement concluding the
urchase of the Veha plant in
Wicklow was on the point of
being signed, finally bringing to
an end a very unhappy chapter
in the historyofthe once-proud,
profitable company.
Last month a deal was struck
between the liquidator of Veha
- Paddy Butler ofTouche Ross
and the Cavan-based
Kingspan Group for the
purchase of the plant. In thetwo
years since the closure, a number
of parties have expressed
interest in Veha but each time
efforts to conclude a deal were
frustrated by one issue or
another.
However, the Kingspan
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IRELAND'S BUILDING SERVICES MAGAZINE
AREYOUINTERESTEDI
INVOLVED IN BUILDING
SERVICES?
Then to ensure you are up-to-date with all that's happening in the building services
industry by way of product development, new innovations, personnel movement, project
planning and general news events, take out a subscription to IRISH H&V News. We are
Ireland's only building services magazine and have been providing total coverage of the
heating, ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration, sanitary ware, plumbing and
environmental/instrument control sectors for over 21 years. We are the only journal
catering exclusively for the building services sector and as such are the ideal way to
keep abreast of all developments within the industry. We are currently in the process of
updating our mailing list so to ensure that you continue to receive a copy of the journal
please complete the subscription form below. '
SUBSCRIPTION FORM
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION £20
•
•
SUBSCRIBER
Name .. , .
Address ··············· .
. .. .. ... . .. . . . ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .
TeINo: ·.················· .
RETURN TO:
Please make all cheques payble to:
PRESSLlNE LTD., No. 1 Carysfort Avenue,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
PLEASE ADVISE WHETHER:
o Contractor; 0 Consulting Engineer; 0 Energy Manager; 0 Architect; 0 Housebuilder;
o Builder'sMerchant; 0 Mechanical Engineer; 0 Manufacturer/Distributor; 0 Electrical Engineer;
o Local Govt. Authority; 0 Other (specify).
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St. Stephen's Green Development ... see page 6.
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HQSC On Course For
September Launch
accommodation. It is anticipat-
ed that as many as 450 people
ma~ attend, so early booking is
adVised by the organisers.
Ventilation '88 starts with a
reception on the evening of 19
September. The papers offered
cover a wide range of topics and
are divided between professional
development tutorials and
plenary sessions. The contro-
ver ial area known a Sick
Building Syndrome will be
covered during a day of
pre entations about office and
re idential buildings.
The control of industrial
contaminants feature ome 30
paper and addresses, among
others, the steel, mining and
nuclear industries, a well a the
needs of the laboratory u er.
Technical development and
research also feature strongly in
the programme, which i
designed to appeal to ventilation
engineers, occupational
hygienists, safety practitioners,
environmental specialists and
the manufacturing and
installation trades.
Further detail may be
obtained from The British
Occupational Hygiene Society,
I St. Andrew's Place, Regents
Park, London NW I 4LB.
VENTILATION '88, the
second International Sympos-
ium on ventilation for
Contaminant Control, will be
held in London from 20 - 23
September 1988. This follows
the first Symposium, Ventilation
'85, which was held in Toronto,
Canada.
The Sympo ium is organised
by the British CXcupational
Hygiene Society, in a sociation
with the Institute of Occup-
ational Hygienists, the UK
Health and Safety Executive,
and the Chartered Institute of
Building Service Engineer.
Eighty papers have been
elected from authors as far
afield as Poland, France,
orway. Japan, Sweden,
Canada, America, China and
Au tralla. Attendance at the
Sympo ium qualifies for
American Board of Industrial
Hygiene Certificate Mainten-
ance Credits.
The venue for Ventilation '88
is Imperial College, which is
close to Hyde Park, just behind
the Albert Hall. Cheap and
simple accommodation i
available to delegates within
Imperial College and arrange-
ments have also been made with
local hotels for delegate
and suggestions for incorpor-
ation into the proposals.
The Bonding Scheme is at an
earlier stage but progress is
being made at an ever-
increasing rate.
The committment of the
interim board members is
exemplary with a 100% turn out
every time, despite the regular
frequency of the meetings.
The make-up ofthe Executive
is a follows:-
Chairman - Harry Pattison;
Vice-Chairman Gerrard
McMahon; Secretary - Kevin
O'Rourke; Board -Jim Maher;
Paddy Cunningham; Derek
Morris; Jimmy Hamilton;
Michael Martin; Jame
Corcoran; Oliver Ginty; Bob
Couchman; Vincent Duffy; Ed
McDonald; Michael Melligan;
Charlie Billings; with Anne
Reddm and Gerrard Farren
being co-opted members. Anne
is representing the Office of
Consumer Affairs while
Gerrard' role is to advise on
company law.
• Chadwicks Buliding Materials recently hostedagolfouting at Edmondsto wn
Golf Club. Over 100 Chadwicks customers participated. One of the prize
winners, Kevin Murray, builder from Templeogue (left) is pictured here
receiving his prize from John Cronin, Marketing Director, Chadwicks.
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FOLLOWI G THE inaugeral
Board meeting of the Heating
Quality & Safety Council in
Dublin a few months ago, the
Executive has been meeting as
often as once a week since with a
view to a full-scale launch to
industry next September.
The present executive
comprises an interum board,
the intention being that
members will formally elect
permanent board members in
the Autumn.
However, in the meantime
interim board members are
forging ahead with the Council's
principal objectives which are
(a) a Certification Specification
Scheme and (b) a Bonding
Scheme for Contractors.
These matters are being dealt
with by means of two sub-
committee, the work of the
Certification Specification
being largely completed. A
document i presently in
circulation so that industry
personnel can examine the
contents and make comments
4
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Up-tempo days.
Downbeat nights.
In the Andes, the
humming bird switches off
at night by going into a form
of hibernation. .
It cools its body temperature down by the same degree
as the surrounding air, which can be as much as from 38°C to 14°C.
This enables the humming bird to conserve its resources for the
intense activity of the day, when it uses an enormous amount of energy
with up to 100 wing beats per second and flight speeds of over 70 mph.
Unfortunately, computers don't have the same natural in-built thermo-
static Control and often have to work non-stop, twenty four hours a day.
This means that the heat they generate can build up and seriously
impair their efficiency which then leads to expensive down time.
These problems can be avoided by installing a Liebert computer
support system which, in addition to environmental control, can also
include electrical power monitoring and protection, fire detection and
access security eqUipment.
Whatever the computer environment we can provide a Liebert
system to match, backed by a complete design, installation, commissioning
and after sales service.
Call your local office for further details.
t.9... Liebert WALKER AIR CONDITIONING
World leader Dublin Glasgow Belfast
,n computer 300844 041·8870551 023185234
support systems
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Dunham-Bush
Appoints B.L.
• Dunham-Bush Ltd has announced the appointment ofB.L. Refrigeration &
Air Conditioning Ltd as the company's sole agents for heating equipment in
Northern freland. As a result, the Belfast-basedcompany is responsiblefor the
marketing of aU Dunham-Bush heating equipment, including the recently-
launched New Style Finvector perimeter heating system, in this important
market sector. BL Refrigeration & Air Conditioning are already A.S.f. 's
(Approved Suppliers and Installers) for Dunham-Bush cooling equipment.
• James Potter, Holfeld Pump's ne
U.K. Sales Engineer.
engineers, mechanical services
contractors, water and local
authorities, specifiers and fire
prevention contractors.
public buildings in the town.
Indeed, the town council,
particularly planning and
engineering tafC are very
enthusiastic about thi
development and will be among
the first to benefit from reduced
energy bills during the next
heating season.
The distribution ystem
comprises some two kilometres
of medium-pressure line
supplying the larger indu trial
u ers and a further three
kilometres of low-pressure
mains supplying commercial
and institutional u er. The
underground pipework and
above ground regulating and
metering equipment is installed
to the highest safety tandard~
a~d the use ofpolyeihylene pipe
will ensure that the system will
continue to provide safe and
reliable supply with a minimal
need for disruptive maintenance
or renewal works.
!hi type of development
POlOt .the way to natural gas
becomlOg available to a wider
m~:ket outside the existing gas
utility towns and cities and more
of this type of development is
promised from the North
Eastern pipeline project
currently under construction
which will link the towns of
Swords, Drogheda, Dunleer
and Dundalk to the natural gas
grid. More of these develop-
ments in coming issues.
H R HOLFELD (Pump) Ltd
have appointed lames Potter as
Sales Engineer, Holpak
Division. Mr Potter, who is 24
year old, was previou Iy
employed by Pullen Pumps and
Wilo Salmson. He will be based
at the company's newly-
established UK offices in
Sutton, Surrey, and will
principally cover the South East
of England and specific areas in
the Midlands .
His responsibilities will
include the sales of the
"Holpak" range of cold water
pressure booster sets as well as
end suction and vertical multi-
stage pumps to consulting
Natural Gas
Development - Carlow
Holfeld UK
Appointment
THIS MO TH a new energy
option becomes available to
busine es in Carlow as Bord
Gcii Eireann extends supplies to
a number of well-known
establishments in this thriving
business town. Since natural ga
was first supplied to the Siucre
Eireann factory in 1985, Bord
Gciis has been anxious to extend
supply to other industrial and
commercial energy users in
the town.
Such a development was
desirable for Bord Gciis to fully
utilise the spurline to Carlow
from the Cork-Dublin pipeline,
as the sugar factory would
require supply for only 3-4
months during the beet
processing season.
In recent months, contract
have been secured for sufficient
load to justify the laying of five
kilometres of distribution
pipework with pressure
reduction and metering facilitie
to supply the three largest
energy u er in the town. The e
are: the South Eastern Health
Board (St. Dymphna's
Hospital); Celtic Linen' the
Lapple, all of which are now
connected.
Work is now underway to
connect many more premises
whose management has decided
to opt for natural gas as their
first choice fuel in the future.
These include hotels, sports
clubs, schools, hospital and
panel comprising a control
and safety dual thermostat with
manual reset, thermometer and
terminal board
Necchi and Campiglio have
for many years been a leading
international manufacturer of
heating products. It is therefore
the success of these boilers in the
European market, along with
rigorous testing here in Ireland
that enables A.H.L. to
confidently state that the boiler
are ideally suited for all
domestic heating installation in
thi country.
The Unigas Miniflam burner
is manufactured in the U.K. in
accordance with all relevant
British Standards. It has been
specifically built and tested to
suit the eca range of cast-iron
boilers. It has many unique
features including a pre-
arranged wiring system to
facilitate installation.
IN KEEPING with their policy
of only supplying top-quality
heating products, associated
Hardware (Tel: 01-573583), has
just introduced the Neca cast-
iron boiler and the Unigas
burner to the Irish market.
Neca are familiar to Ireland
and are manufactured in Italy to
exacting international stand-
ards by Necchi and Campiglio.
AHL are the sole Irish distribu-
tors of the Neca Midi range
which includes six models with
outputs ranging from 70,000
BTU's to 195,000 BTU's.
The boiler is constructed of
highly-durable cast-iron with an
enamelled sheet steel casing
which gives an attractive
appearance. There is an extra
thick insulating layer of
fibreglass and aluminium
applied directly to the body of
the boiler. Also, the boiler
comes with a pre-wired control
• ARL have jun recently introduced to Ireland a 6-model range ofNeea cast-
iron boilers incorporating Unigas burners with output capacities ofbetween
70,000 BTU's and 195,000 BTU's.
NECA/Unigas
Combination from AHL
4 Irish H& JI News, May/June 1988 6
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GDLA 1982 Contract
Being Abandoned?
vision of State buildings and the
incredibly low sales of GDLA
1982 in the first quarter of 1988
(eight copies compared to 1,329
for all of 1987) indicate that the
document's short life is already
coming to an end," he said.
Continued
Standard range includes an
exceptionally large number of
models with outputs from 150- 2
2,000 Ib/hr. These are economy
models - originally conceived
several years ago and then used
sub tantially in the laundry and
dry cleaning industry, but now
increasingly in other industries,
"IT APPEARS that the
Government is intent on
abandoning the GDLA 1982
building contract for all major
contracts in lieu ofa new form of
contract for the purchase of
buildings through a package-
deal arrangement as adopted in
the cases of the decentralised
offices - an arrangement
which, it seems, is to be extended
to sports centres and other
buildings to be provided by the
State."
including food processing. In
recent years Bradlee have added
a new range of Deluxe models,
with outputs from 2,000-10,000
Ib/hr. In addition to these,
Bradlee has a small range of
Electric steam boilers with
outputs from 50 - 240 Ib/hr.
"This, from an architect's
point of view, is one way of
guaranteeing the demise of
architecture in State buildings.
It must also be a matter ofgrave
concern for other building
professionals and indeed for the
Construction Industry Feder-
ation," architect John O'Reilly
told a recent seminar on "The
GDLA Contract - Six Years
On" organised by the Society of
Chartered Surveyors.
"While we can say that
• Speakers at the recent seminar on "The GDLA Contract - Six Years On"
were: Kevin Ke/ly, John Sisk & Son Ltd; Thomas D'Arcy Jnr, Chairman,
Quantity Surveying Division, Society of Chartered Surveyors; and Frank
Jackman, Department ofHealth.
GDLA 1982 has performed
reasona bly well over its first six
years, in the practice, one must
seriously ask ifGDLA will be in
use at all over the light of the
latest Government next six
years. The use of alternative
'purchase contracts' for the pro-
MANOTHERM LTD.
Stocks our complete line ofcontrols for refrigeration,
air conditioning, heating and ventilation.
•
- -I
Manotherm Ltd.,4Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12,lreland,Phones: 522355 -522018 -522229, Telex 93388, FAX 516919.
10 Knockbracken Park, Belfast BTe OHL, Nothern Ireland, Phone: 645966.
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SI. Stephen's Green Centre
11
SERVICES
It is probable that Dublin will benefit
from the delays in implementing the
scheme.
The St Stephen's Green Centre
is a project which, overtheyears,
has enticed many developers
and been the downfall of at least
one. However, it was our good
fortune at MacArdle to be
associated with the eventual
successful developers of the
project - Power Securities and
British Land. It is probably the
case that Dublin will benefit from
the delays in implementing the
scheme as the present design is
more likely to delight the public
than would earlier proposals.
Today's architectural fashion is
more accessible to public
enjoyment than its more
disciplined predecessors, writes
Michael McLoughlin
The delay in the development
of the project led to a certain
scepticism in the Local
Authorities dealing with it as
many developers came to them
with their proposals. We noted at
times a jaundiced look in their
eyes, as we unfolded our plans.
The site, at the top of Grafton
Street and overlooking
Stephens Green, must be the
prime retail site in the city and
certainly on the Southside. It is
aimed at attracting high-quality
tenants who will operate in an
attractive and relaxed ambience,
somewhat similar to the
Powerscourt Centre.
The project divided itself into
three main sections:
The Shopping Centre,
The Anchor Tenant - Dunnes
Stores;
The Car Park for approximately
650 cars.
In this paper, we will be
confining our attention to the
first of these three sections. The
anchor tenant has a separate
design team and the car park is
of nominal services interest
In June 1984, our company
joined the Design Team for the
Project. At that stage the basic
conceptual design of a multi·
storey Atrium with internal malls
had been completed and our
brief was to develop suitable
designs to provide the complete
building services.
Our initial decisions - in
conjunction with our clients -
precluded an over-elaborately
serviced building. Air condition-
ing was ruled out as experience
has shown that full air
conditioning in shopping malls
is prohibitively expensive to run
and results in excessive tenant
rental costs. This principal of
reduced tenant service charge
was applied to many initial
design decisions.
Ventilation Design
Our design approach developed
around a number of roof-top air
handling units serving vertical
ductwork distribution systems
with horizontal air distribution at
each floor level. Smoke
evacuation was incorporated
with mechanical fire fans at the
roof level which would also
provide boosted air extract when
cooling was required.
With the further development
of the design, the smoke
evacuation aspect of the Atrium
received particular attention and
the design team enrolled the
expert advise of Mrs Margaret
Law of Ove Arup, London, a
leading world authority on fire
control in buildings. Having
studied the building, Mrs Law
concluded that there was
significant merit in introdUcing a
comprehensive natural smoke
evacuation system in preference
to the mechanical system
included in our initial studies.
6 I,ish H&. VN~ws, May/JllfI~ 1988
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With the combined system, a flexible
environmental scheme results.
To ensure the proper
functioning of a natural
ventilation system under all
weather conditions, Mrs Law
recommended that the building
and its surroundings be wind·
tunnel tested. This assignment
was put in hand and carried out
by Professor Tom Lawson at
Bristol University. Professor
Lawson's tests predicted thatthe
building outline would favour
natural smoke evacuation,
provided the Atrium was
modified to include two
transepts which got rid of some
unsatisfactory positive pressure
pockets. These could have
resulted in air inflow under
certain wind conditions.
The Atrium was modified at
this stage to incorporate the
required transepts.
The smoke evacuation
system as proposed by Mrs Law
_ including roof vents, air inlet
vents and smoke screens - was
then incorporated into the
building design. The implemen·
tation of this scheme and its
integration into the total building
operation was undertaken by our
company.
At this stage should
emphasise that the natural
smoke evacuation system also
provided an opportunity for
normal natural ventilation. The
roof ventilation system includes
41 ventilators which, in a smoke
evacuation situation, all open
fully in conjunction with the
smoke detection system.
However, under normal
conditions, opening these vents
and their corresponding low
level inlet vents provides a
controlled natural ventilation
option.
The roof ventilators are a
significant building feature.They
are manufactured to rigid
structural and rain penetration
standards and wind driven rain
tests were successfully carried
out on a prototype in the
suppliers UK plant prior to
manufacture.
The next stage in the design
evolution consisted of incorpor·
ating the natural and the
mechanical ventilation systems
into a unified environmental
control scheme. This is achieved
under the guidance of the
building management system
which phases in and out the
appropriate combination of
plant to suit the demand.
Essentially, in the winter
heating season, the mechanical
system provides the heating
requirement via the ducted
supply and retum air system. In
summer, natural ventilation with
air entering atlow level and rising
under natural buoyancy
provides the cooling effect. Air
change rates between approx·
imately five per hour in winter
and 12 per hour in summer are
anticipated
Between these extreme winter
and summer conditions we can
also programme in multiple-
option groups of ventilation and
fan operation to suit the day·to-
day thermal demand.
With the combined system, a
flexible environmental scheme
results.
Glass Atrium
The glass Atrium is single glazed
and untinted. This is important if
the impact of the blue sky is to be
retained undiminished. As a
consequence, the Atrium
construction results in high
winter heat loss and high
summer heat again.
To counteract the winter heat
loss, reduce down·draughts and
reduce the mechanical
ventilation supply air temper,
atures, we have included
perimeter high·level radiators.
We are anxious to reduce the
supply air temperature to the
Atrium to minimisethetendancy
for this air to rise above the
heated areas.
The three main entries are
protected from the introduction
of excessively cold air by warm
air curtains which will provide a
warm barrier to draughts and
weather. They also provide apre-
heating capacity for entering air
to the Malls and are temperatu re
controlled as an internal zone.
Heating Energy
Next, I would like to deal with the
primary heat supply to the
radiator systems and heating
coils. One of the major concerns
in a shopping centre is the
management and disposal of
waste. The alternatives are to
compact and dispose of the
waste, or to incinerate it on site
with the option of usefully
recovering the generated heat.
We carried out, at an early
design stage, an economic
assessment of disposal or
incineration and established
IrishH&VNews. May/Jund988 79
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It was a nice idea, but it did not stand
up to rigorous "cost-in-use" analysis.
the viability of incineration based
on fuel saving and reduced
disposal cosl The incinerator
selected includes a high·
temperature after' burner
operating at about 1000 degrees
C. It also incorporates an integral
compactor and a waste heat
boiler with an output of 900 kW.
The unit has an input capacity
of 470 kgjhr and we anticipate
that, with the centre in full
operation, this quantity of waste
will in fact be available. However,
arrangements are being made
to use imported waste from
other city sites to supplythe plant
during the start·up period of the
centre and to top up the locally'
generated waste as required.
This is more economical than
removal to tip heads outside the
city as presently practiced on
these sites.
We foresee the incinerator
providing the base heating load
during the heating season.
However, it wasalso necessary to
provide an alternative heat
source for early moming start·
up, for peak demands and for
maintenance shut·down periods.
We have, therefore,providedtwo
roof·top gas·fired boilers which
provide a full supply capacity.
We planned, at an early stage,
to include a hot water thermal
store to provide an incinerator
8 I,ish H& VN~ws, May/Jun~ 1988
thermal resevoir and have on
hand energy for the morning
heating, using the previous
evening's incineration energy.
It was a nice idea, but it did not
stand up to rigorous .. cost in
use" analysis and fell victim to an
early cost-cutting exercise. Ihave
no doubt that current
developments in thermal
storage technology will make
possible an economic method
of providing this thermal buffer
on future developments.
The method of waste
collection and management is
roughly as follows. Waste is held
in bags in shops and collected in
standard mobile bins which can
be used in the goods lifts. These
bins are suitable for direct
emptying into the incinerator
compactor by means of a
mechanical handling system. A
refuse chute is also provided for
direct dumping of smaller
amounts of waste.
The heating circuit which
inputs at the boilerhouse on the
roof and the incinerator in the
basement serves zone heater
batteries throughout the centre,
air curtains above the entrances
and the high level radiator
circuits.
Sequencing of the operation
of gas boiler plant and thewaste
heater boiler is by means of the
building management system.
Anticipated
Perfonnance
Our analysis of the system
performance has been based on
the least favourable conditions.
In summer, we have assumed a
maximum occupancy in the
malls of up to 4000 people,
casual heat gains from the
tenant areas of up to 500 kW.
With the maximum anticipated
outdoor ambient at approx·
imately 24.5 degrees C, we
predict internal temperatures at
high level in the region of 30
degrees C and at low level of in
the region of 27 degrees C. As
the high level is unoccupied, we
regard these peak summer
conditions as satisfactory.
In winfer with the centre fully
operational, the heat gains from
the tenants and mall occupants
are likely to modify the heat
demand substantially. This will
enable the enteri ng air
temperature to be reduced with
resultant improved air distrib·
ution. A Delta T of in the region of
8 degrees C is desired.
Sprinkler Fire
Protection
The cO',lplete building is
eqUipped with a Grade 1
sprinkler system. At the
moment, the landlord installation
is nearing completion and each
tenant will extend the system in
his area. The water supply is
drawn from a concrete tank
constructed under the car park
The sprinkler system results in
effectively limiting the likely fire
development to around 5mw
and enables a practical
approach to smoke control and
smoke evacuation to be
undertaken.
We specifically excluded
sprinklers from the high level
atrium. This is due tothe cooling
effect ofsprinklers on arising gas
which would result in buoyant
rising smoke being cooled and
flowing back downwards into the
occupied area.
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STILLORGAN, DUBLIN.
TEL: (01) 887361.
TLX: 93400 HLFD El.
jlllll
IIIlI.I.
ASEA BROWN BOVERI
DUNNES STORES, ST. STEPHEN'S GREEN SHOPPING CENTRE
We have supplied the following:
* Building Automat/on System
(Manufactured In Ireland by Cylon Controls Ltd.)
* H. V.A.C. Controls Devices
* Motor Control Centres
* Software, Engineering and Commissioning
All Whitestown Industril Estate, Tallaght, Dublin 24.Tel: 01-522622 Telex: 93681 Fax: 01-522965
ASEA BROWN BOVERI
One source for all your pumps
HOLFELD PUMPS >-a
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Controlling and monitoring all the
described services is the computer-
based management system.
Natural Gas
Installation
The building has been
carcassed to provide a gas
service to each tenant. The mall
high·level service ducts at each
level carry gas distribution
pipework with a branch into
every unit
This entire system has been
installed to the Dublin Gas
Company's pipework recom·
mendation and has been
inspected and certified by them.
These ducts have been
additionally vented to ensure
there is no confined air pocket
which could result in abuildupof
gas.
Lighting Installation
The lighting ofashopping centre
such as Stephen's Green relates
more to the creation and mood
and introduction of sparkle and
fantasy, then it does to absolute
illumination levels. Obviously,
we must provide safe access
route lighting levels, but this
apart, much of the lighting in
centres results from light spill
from the shops.
The type of luminaire being
provided includes many:
cast aluminium period
standards and wall brackets
hanging spheres with
10 l,isllHclJlNews, May/JIUI~1988
artificial foliage
- carnival lightsalong structural
arches.
A very large amount of
daylighting is provided by the
glazed atrium. Selective
switching of the artificial lighting
will reduce energy consumption
substantially. While this function
has not yet been included in the
control strategy of the
management system, it is likely
that we will introduce it at a later
stage.
Fire Alarm System
The entire landlord area is
provided with an automatic fire
alarm system. The system isfully
addressible, which is necessary
in this very large area. The
system can be connected into
tenant units if required.
The fire alarm system is the
trigger device for the smoke
evacuation system and there is a
hard·wired link between the two
systems. This linkwill activate all
the smoke vents to open fully
should a fire be detected
anywhere in the landlord area.
Emergency Services
The centre is equipped with an
automatic generator which
provides landlord services
standby on ESB supply failure
and also permits peak load
lopping. This latter facility
operates under the control ofthe
management system. Shortly
before the demand period starts,
the mechanical services plant
load is transferred to the
generator and runs ongenerator
power for the demand period.
This enables the centre to
operate on mains failure and to
provide a restricted supply to the
tenants. This supply services the
boiler plant, incinerator and
associated plant, the escalator,
loading bayextract, 50% lighting,
sewage and booster pumps and
supply air fans.
Lifts and Escalators
The centre is equipped with
passenger and goods vertical
transport to suit the anticipated
demands. This includes
escalator.s, two passenger lifts
which link with the car park and
five goods lifts. It is anticipated
that some of the tenants will
install their own lifts additionally,
and structural accommodation
has been allowed to permit easy
installation.
Building Management
System
Controlling and monitoring all
the described services is the
computer·based management
system.
A management system isnota
requirement per se, but should
work for itself and earn its keep.
This has been our general
approach to management
systems.
In this instance, we have used
a system based on distributed
intelligence with outstations
capable of stand·alone
operation.
The HVAC function includes
multiple atrium temperature
measurement and appropriate
applied control within -
- temperature control of the
inlet air;
- damper control of the AHU
fresh air;
sequenced opening of
ventilators in 10 stages.
The system monitors water
temperature, air flow and filter
12
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Complementing your building design, notTHAT'S HOW WE'll FIT IN hindering it - that's what a Runtal
N heating system is all about.TO YOUR DESIG We'll work closely with your planning
team, adapting and modifying our
radiators to the system's design as your
project evolves.
We have the backing of a Certificate of
Assessed Capability from the British
Standards Institute and our Research
and Development Team welcomes
innovation in design, comprehensively
testing proposals for non-standard
radiator designs and applications. Of
course we'll guarantee the results.
Our only standard feature is our ability to
adapt, so plan a heating system which is
as unique as your building design
- ask Runtal about radiators.
Head Office:
Runtalrad Limited, Beech Hill,
Clonskeagh, Dublin 4, Ireland.
Tel: 694300/695333/695514
Telex: 30651
A Jones Group Company
High Duty Thermal Reactor
can raise temperature up to
11000C for 0.5 seconds
Suppliers of the Hovallncinerator type
GG24 complete with automation
loading gear and heat recovery unit.
Also suppliers Hoval ST Boilers for
rooftop boilerhouse.
HOVAL PYROL YTIC INCINERATOR WITH
HEA T RECOVERY UNIT
JAMES GLEESON &CO.
(ENGINEERING) LTO.
CAHERDAVIN, ENNIS ROAD, LIMERICK.
Tel: 061-54455 Tlx: 70787 Fax: 061-54321 Dublin 01-932307
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status on each unit
The system, as previously
described, operates the
generator peak lopping and load
shedding functions. It also
monitors status on virtually all
installed plant such as lifts,
escalators, fans, pumps,
compressors etc, thereby
providing an invaluable
maintenance asset
The system is capable of
energy analysis. running time
monitoring and can be
upgraded to include many
features such as colour graphics
in the future.
Conclusion
The project is now in its final
months and, of necessity, these
months will beverybusyonesfor
our services contractors. We
have not yet reached the
activation stage of the services
we have described and the
theory has yet to be put into
practice. We can, however, be
confident that our contractors
will be successful in completing
the services to the very high
standard which has been
established.
Suppliers to St. Stephen's
Green Shopping Centre of
high-speed passenger lifts;
goods/passengerHff~and
also nine escalators.
DONOHOE LIFT ENGINEERING
SYSTEMS LIMITED
Unit 1M, Ballymount Ind. Est.,
Walkinstown, Dublin 12, Ireland.
Tel: Factory/Office (01) 500136/503122
Telex: DLES El 32659
12 IrishH&V ews,May/Junel988
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•~tandard (A)ntrol SYStems.
Specialists in Control and Energy Management Systems
Standard House, 5 Lower Merrion Street, Dublin 2.
Tel: (01) 760612. Telefax: 764694.
On SI. Stephen's Green S.C., the largest of its kind in
Ireland, Standard Control Systems have supplied an
Advanced Building and Energy Management System
which Controls and Monitors all Building Services.
The System Consists ofalmost700 Control and Monitoring
Points distributed throughout the site on Trend Intelligent
Outstation Controllers.
Control and Monitoring of the following is included:
1. Boiler Efficiency
2. Water Metering
3. Lighting Levels
4.011 and Water Storage Tanks Actual Contents
5. Incinerator Control and Alarms
6. Monitoring Electricity Consumption
7. Automatic Load Shedding
8. Monitoring Gas Flow and Consumption
9. Monitoring Airflow on All Plants
10. Atrium Ventilation Control
11. Reporting on Trip Alarm Signals from all Items of Plant
12. Controlling Maintenance Routines on a Planned Rota Basis
The generator and transformer installation are also
monitored.
The operators interface with the system is through an
Industry Standard Supervisor Computer which enables
him to adjust and set all temperature, times and operating
parameters. He can also accept and analyse alarms and
set up reports on various items of Plant. The system also
incorporates the facility to operate the system from a
remot~ location via the telephone system.
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INSTITUTE OF PLUMBING NEWS
• The <:hairman of the Irish District Council Seamus Murran presenting a
poreelame l'ase bearing the Dublin Millennium Crest on behalf of the Irish
members to the President ofthe Institute John Prestage asasouvenirofhis visit
to Dublin. "
Full MIP Corporate
Membership Accorded New
Course
Plumbing Technicians
certificate was withdrawn.
This event marks a major
milestone in the life of the
Irish District Council and
ensures its continued
success.
IrishH&VNews,MayIJune1988 13
Please reply with brief details to:
Box No. MJ688
Irish H&V News
No 2 Georges Avenue, Blackrock,
Co. Dublin.
Top quality products, competitive
prices and marketing assistance will
be available to an organisation which
will ideally be well established and
have contacts with heating
contractors and specifiers.
An expanding United Kingdom based
manufacturer of industrial and
commercial heaters, predominantly
warm air, is seeking representation
within Eire on an exclusive basis.
Agent/Stockist
Wanted
CRAFT TECHNICIAN CERTIFICATE COURSE
IN PLUMBING
This three-year course of study has been designed to
prepare young craftsmen as craft technicians in the
plumbing industry. Attendance is on three evenings per
week (or alternatively on one day and one evening per
week).
Course of Study: Stage 1: Hot and Cold Water Systems,
Gas Installations, Sanitation and Drainage, Mathematics,
Science, Drawing and Design.
Stage 11: Mathematics, Science, Mechanics of Fluids,
Heating Technology, Drawing and Design.
Stage Ill: Organisation and Management Techniques,
Estimating and Quantities, Heating Technology, Welding
Technology, Design Project.
Entry Requirements: Prospective students must have
completed at least three years of an appropriate craft
apprenticeship and have successfully completed the
Senior Stage of the Department of Education Craft
Certificate Examination (Written and Practical) with
endorsement where such is offered.
At the end of each stage, students will be required to be
successful in a College examination in each subject
before proceeding to the next stage. A College Craft
Technician Certificate will be awarded to students who
pass the final (Stage Ill) examination in all subjects.
course. This announcement
will mean that the Irish
District Council can now
enrol new corporate
members to the Institute,
something which has not
been possible since the City
and Guilds of London
problems as micro-leaks
and electrolytic action. The
lecture was followed by a
lively question and answer
session which raised many
interesting topics.
In his address to the
meeting, the President,
John Prestage, spoke of the
need to increase
membership, saying that if
every member present
introduced just one new
member, the membership,
of the Irish District Council
would be doubled instantly.
He finished his speech by
stressing the need to
pUblicise the aims of the
Institute to the general
public.
Andy Watts, in his
address, gave news of the
acceptance by the
Engineering Council of the
Dublin Institute of
Technology's Craft
Technician Certificate
Course in Plumbing for
Engineering Technician
(Eng.Tech.) status. This will
mean that full corporate
membership of the Institute
(MIP) can now also be
granted to students who
successfully complete the
A meeting of the Irish
District Council of the
Institute of Plumbing was
held in the College of
Technology, Bolton Street
Dublin 1 recently. It was '
hosted by Fernox Ltd in
conjunction with their Irish
agents Hevac Ltd.
The meeting was attended
by the President of teh
Institute, John Prestage and
the Chief Executive and
Secretary, Andy Watts, both
of whom were making their
first visit to Ireland. The
attendance was addressed
by the Principal of the
college, Michael O'Donnell,
who opened the meeting,
welcomed the members of
the Institute and said how
pleased he was that the
college should be
associated with the Institute
and its aim of raising
standards.
The technical lecture by
Fernox Ltd followed and
was accompanied by a very
interesting video tape on
the dangers of corrosion in
heating systems. Small
practical experiments were
also used throughout the
lecture to demonstrate such
15
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There are two basic types of
clean rooms:
"Turbulent Flow"
Conventional clean rooms with
turbulent air-flow pattern (See
Fig. 1)
For the conventional. turbulent room flow
characterised by very stable roll type air
flow pattern, the particle emission of
persons acting in the clean room causes
an accumulation of aerosols in the room
air after a short time, A contamination of
surfaces to be kept clean would be
inevitable.
Merely the unidirectional flow with low
turbulence ensures uniform cleanliness
at working places in the clean room,
The Flakt Clean Room Ceiling:
Almost unlimited flexibility for the layout
"Lamlnar Flow"
Clean room with laminar flow
(See Fig. 2).
Fig. 1
Conventional clean room with turbulent
mixing or diluting currents,
Fig 2
T he new Flakt ceiling system allows an almostunlimited flexibility for the clean room layout:
- for new or existing buildings
- open plenum design or ducted supply solutions
_ turbulent flow rooms or laminar flow rooms
- laminar flow areas within turbulent flow rooms
_ clean room classes 100,000, 10,000, 1,000, 100
(0,5 um) or even class 10 (0.1 um)
- tunnel or wide bay layouts.
The flow is classed "Iaminar flow" the
best type of which is the "verticall~minar
flow" (VLF) from ceiling to floor.
Superc1ean air flows require an average
velocity of 0,45 m/s through the clean
room, For an inner room height of 3 m,
this means 540 total air changes per
hour, in other words: the total room air
volume is changed every 6 seconds,
With the ceiling system shown here there is
- always flexibility for the introduction of new
production equipment
- always flexibility for changes of the layout
- always flexibility to improve the cleanliness level in
any part of the room,
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The Flakt Fluid-Seal Concept
ASEA BROWN BOVERI
Environmental Control Division
ASEA Brown Boverl Ltd.
Whltestown Ind. Estate, Tel: 522622
Tallaght, Telex 93681
Dublin 24. Telefax522985
T he clean room ceiling Is the most
important part of the partlcle-
tight boundary of the clean room
against surrounding contaminated
areas. The ceiling provides a
supporting structure for the filters as
well as for different kinds of
Installations such as sprinklers, lamps
or loud-speakers.
A clean room ceiling should be
flexible. This means that the
roductlon process - not the ceiling
stem - should dictate the layout of
e room. The production process
furthermore defines the clean room
quality/clean room class, the air
velocity, temperature, the humidity
and other clean room parameters.
Fllkt has developed a ceiling system
which Is adaptable to all production
processes and can easily be modified
to future changes of production.
T Wo sealing tasks have to bepertormed by the clean room
ceiling:
_ between filter and supporting
framework
_ around all break-throughs for
sprinklers, cables etc.
The conventional way so far has been to
use a neoprene rubber gasket between
filter and framework. Clamping
mechanisms are then necessary in order
to maintain the right gasket pressure.
The disadvantages of this system are
obvious:
_ relaxation of ageiflg rubber gaskets
requires continuous checking of
tightness
_ the rubber gasket can only to a limited
extent compensate unevenesses in the
contact surtace
- high tensile stresses are led into the
filter frame through t~e clamping
screws, causing damages of the filter
paper and thus particle break-throughs.
Flakt has therefore chosen the fluid-seal
concept. The HEPA filter frame is
provided with a sealing knife, which then
is placed in a U-channel filled with a
ceiling fluid.
The gel consistency of this ceiling fluid
enables a dismounting and replacement
of the filters without jeopardizing the
tightness. The risk of particle break-
through between filter and framework is
consequently eliminated.
The choice of sealing fluid was based
upon thorough investigations concerning
physical, chemical as well as hygienci
aspects.
Characteristics of the fluid seal are:
- gel consistency at room temperature
- fluid consistency at 600C
- odourlessness
- non-evaporation
- chemical stability against light,
temperature and chemicals
- it provides no breeding ground for
bacteria
.FIakt
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• Flakt
FLAKT SCANNER SYSTEM
FOR TESTING FILTER CEIL-
INGS I CLEAN ROOMS.
Equipment is now available for quick, objective and documented analysis of the quality and
tightness of clean room installation.~.A new c?mputer.ised scanner system - a measuring
trolley - has been developed by Flakt for testing the tightness of clean-room ceilings
equipped with ULPAlHEPA filters.
Any leakage will be detected by 16 laser particle counters. A computer mounted on the
measuring trolley provides quick documentation of the leakage and its location in the filter
ceiling.
The measuring equipment is primarily intended for new plants, but can also be used in
existing installations.
The equipment can be fitted with special accessories for carrying out tightness tests in very
confined areas.
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GRILLES. LOUVRES & DUCTING
Dan Chambers' 'Off- The-Shelr Service
damper has made big inroad
into the lri h market-place and
i available in either spigoted
form or flanged form, square,
rectangular or circular.
Grilles: The 'Air Grilles' range
of air distribution grilles and
louvres i now part of the
import ubstitution miracle
which has taken place in
Ireland in recent years. No
longer need contractors wait
for weeks and weeks for their
grilles and louvres. In
Brunswick Street, Dan
Chambers Lld produce
thou ands of grilles every year
and these include ceiling grilles
and computer floor grilles, in
addition to the usual range of
ingle and double deflection,
eggcrate, etc.
For full details on the entire
range contact Dan Chambers
Ltd, 57/58 Brunswick St.,
Dublin 7, (Tel:
720555/720448).
Tht' .irdKt~ IllrOllllb ••dtr
IM ('()mt'r pifn 10 IItf upptr s.df' of
Ih.. nu,t.
approved fire damper is also
manufactured by Dan
Chambers Lld at their Echlin
SI. premi es. The rue foil fire
PIKT f,..~ onlO .irducl 'Ad
spotllorld or nltl .1 150· JOO en 10
daft.
2
5 ~ ' r:!Y DrIve cleat or cltp
.
.l- Corner pIece
+- labYrinth pr"hle
+-- Flange gasket
AlfduCl
,. ~ SealantI <::- ---?
Fl\. .a)ktt 10 IIIw iltSilk 0' IlK .wc' SlIo.i_. trOB-MC'UOn of lIill ("Onlrr pkft .rn. Tltblnm IS oplJ..um
tioa. hi lilt' COf1M1' .ru d,..", U~ MnIllSt airdlKt p.un tbro••" Ihe' tOnM'f pWn 10 llw pD,t1.
10 taw IftMf skk of IN dltCl od
o\rrl.p b 11'10""'.
I
In~r1 cornu ptf"t'n Inlo '''to .wcllon,
10 11It' SlOP 'Ad Jpol ...kJ 0' pms-
puftth corn..r ptKt' (m.chln.. 0'71 )
arrangement .
Fire Dampers: To complement
the volume control damper, a
tried and te ted and fully-
:ne Doby duct flanging ystem
I~ becoming more and more
popular among Iri h sheet
metal hop and is now
available In either 20 mm or 30
mm size, off-the-shelf from
Dan Chamber Ltd, Brunswick
Street, Dublin 7.
A comprehensive back-up
package is also available which
includes sealing gasket and a
double-skin turning valve, in
addition to corner pieces,
'ats, G-clamps and duct-
port channels.
olume Control Dampers: Dan
Chambers Ltd is also pleased
with trade reaction to their
home-produced aluminium
volume control damper. This
damper is one of the better
products to arrive on the Irish
scene for some time. Available
o~ a 2/3 day delivery (or less),
thiS product ha an incredibly-
smooth movement in either
parallel or opposed-blade
Alalle ,,, IIU""" "Jf
(i~((r~((rmllllll~~Ltd.
A UNGE OF QUALITY GRILLES AND LOUVRES
~§NP=
S S1 I
~-
i 40(-7&11 (-X3 :,.);'(': [eXI) ;1;\'.' .] I (.,.) it ., AA il3 3iliA (3 •
Available exclusively from:
DAN CHAMBERS LTD.
57/58 BRUNSWICK STREET, DUBLIN 7.
Telephone (01) 720448
(01) 720555
(01) 720971
Telex No. 91129
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silencers; drop-in and circular
silencers; and acoustic ducting
and selection method.
The brochure also
incorporates rapid system
analysis which is a simplified
procedure for determining the
attenuation required in a
system for silencer selection in
a step by step method.
incorporates a full breakdown
on the company's extensive
range of air distribution
products. Also included are
detailed selection charts which
make the choosing of the
correct unit for a specific
purpose all the easier.
Full details from Coolair
Ltd, Unit C, Cookstown
Industrial Estate, Tallaght,
Dublin 24, (Tel: 511244).
Roof Units, the Dudley-based
ventilation specialists (whose
agents are Dan Chambers Ltd)
have published a new 16-page
brochure detailing the Q-Line
range of silencers with rapid
system analysis.
Detailed are the range of
silencers with attenuation
te~ted to BS 4718: 1971 which
includes splitter and bend
• Q-Line brochure/rom Roo/Units.
Q-Line Brochure from
Roof Units
Coolair Ltd - agents in
Ireland for Senior Coleman air
distribution products - are in
the process on introducing a
comprehensive catalogue
which simplifie the selection
of units for particular
req uiremen ts.
The catalogue has been
prepared and published by
Senior Coleman (formerly
Barber Coleman) and
GRILLES, LOUVRES &DUe
Coolair Simplifies
Selection Process
* Circular Diffusers
* Perforated Face
Diffusers
* External Louvres
* Sldewall Diffusers
* Curved Blade Diffusers
* Linear Bar Gr1lles
* Linear Slot Diffusers
* Terminal Units
* Accessories
* Louvre Face Diffusers
Type EKE
Senior Col man's new air distribution manual
containing the industry's most comprehensive
range of quality products is now available. A
complete new range of terminal units heads up
the new manual which includes constant and
variable volume fan assisted induction units as
well as single duct, dual duct and bypass
terminals all of which have been designed to
operate at low pressure within ductwork
systems up to 750 pa static pressure.
Engineered
Air Distribution
Request your copy now from:
OTHER PRODUCTS INCLUDE:
* Acoustic Products
Because Senor Col man Engineering data are
founded on actual tests of the products under
each and every condition for which they are
recommended the performance of each product
is guaranteed. Performance records in the field
have varified the accuracy of these data. As with
previous manuals the application of it's
comprehensive technical data will ensure
comfort conditions within any environment
giving the required end result:-
AIR CONDITIONING/AIR DISTRIBUTION
25 Cookstown Estate, Tallaght, Dublin 24, Ireland.
Telephone 511244/511540 Telex 31689.
Mallow Road, Cork, Ireland.
Telephone (021) 503630 Telex 76152.
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GRILLES, LOUVRES & DUCTING
Longford Ventilators -
'Exclusive' For Season
Control
Since 1 January this year,
Season Control Ltd is the
officially-appointed sole
distributor throughout the 26
counties for the entire product
portfolio of Longford
Ventilators Ltd.
In recent times Longford
re the first company to
in home manufacture of
grilles and associated
products, finished units initially
rolling off the production line
approXimately 10 years ago.
Over the last decade the
company has had mixed
fortunes with its market share
varying at different intervals.
However, just recently
Longford has conducted a
complete market analysis and
it was this information which
was used to formulate its new
strategic plan. Essentially, the
intention of this plan is to re-
establish Longford Ventilators
as the single-most important
supplier to the Irish grille and
associated products market.
The company is confident
that its quality control, ability
to deliver and overall product
range is second to none so
the next stage in its expansion
strategy was aimed at
strengthening its perception
and image in the marketplace.
Hance the link-up with Season
Control Ltd.
Between them, both Ben
Kearney and John Granger of
Season Control have over 40
years experience in the
industry, with Ben in particular
being especially well-known
throughout the country after
nearly a quarter of a century in
the business.
Following the recent
appointment Season Control
has embarked on a major
promotionaVmarketing drive
aimed at highlighting the vast
and varied extent of the
Longford range and also the
quality-control procedures
employed throughout the
entire production process. An
added advantage, according to
Ben Keamey, in dealing with
Longford is that the flexibility
now being demanded by the
marketplace cannot be served
any more efficiently by anyone
else. "Being a manufacturer",
he says, "Longford can always
be relied on to deliver on a
vjrtual ex-stock basis at very
short notice,"
Coupled with this is an
advisory service to help
customers devise the most
appropriate and efficient
solution to an air movement
problem and the "unrivalled"
ability to produce custom'
made soluations for
particularly-difficult and
awkward projects.
The basic Longford
Ventilators' product range
comprises single and double
deflection grilles; egg-crate
grilles; linear grilles; and any
special requirements or
requests which can be
produced to order.
Presently, a comprehensive
full-colour catalogue is in the
final stages of production and
should be available for general
release by the end ot
February. Included will be full
technical details and selection
charts showing performances
and efficiencies.
• Other products in the
Season Control Ltd portfolio
include Ozonair filtration
products; Biddle heating
products; and lest air
movement accessory
equipment
For full details contact
Season Control Ltd, Unit B,
390/396 Stannaway Drive,
Dublin 12, (Tel: 559154/
559155).
Who's at the centre ofaxial fan technology?
RoofUnits Group haveforyears set the pace
in the airmovement indus/l)l with their mnge of
plate axial/ans - Euroseries.
This mnge qffans is now the bmndleader in
Europe and ow"," much ofits= to the
unrivalled external rotormotor which is.ful/y
speed oontrollable. Engineering exallena
produces vibmtionjree running and its ctJrrrful/y
oonsidered design allows easy installation.
BIGGER ON POWER - BEITER ON SERVICE
RoofUnits' originality in design ondpositive unit in the world ond back it up with the best
a/lllUde towards CUSlbmer needs has eamed service and delivery.
them the e~iable Tr!putationfor being the most As)'Ou would expect, Roo/Units are a
respeaed airmovement ootnpany in the memberofBS5750 Pan1, qrmIity assumnce
UK today. scheme and were thefirstpeaple to provide
Thephilosophy behind the oompany is simple HO/spOt motorproteaion as standard
- to provide afan with the best powered throughout the mnge.
A MEMBER OF THE AIR MOVEMENT GROUP
1t is this oommitment Ib provide a betterpro-
dUC1 which has resulted in RoofUnits produdng
many bmnd leadersfrom a produC1 mnge which is
unsurpassedfor quality and dependability,
ROOF UNITS GROUP
AVAILABLE VIA BELFAST & DUBLIN DISlllIBUTORS
ENVIRONMENTAl. SUPPl.VCO. LIMITED (0232) 53329
DAN CHAMBERS LIMITED 01 -720448
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Nuremore Uves {Jp To Expectations
• True love? But what is Eamon pointing at? Eamon McGrattan with Charlie
Monaghan.
• Michael C~r~ey with Brendan Bracken, winner of the MasterAir 9-hole (5
clubs) competItIon and Robert McGratten ofMasterAir.
The 3rd annual nuremore
conference - organised jointly
this year by C1BSE and
ME&BSCA - took place at the
Nuremore Hotel,
Carrickmacross from Friday,
May 20th to Sunday 22nd
inclusive. Over 100 "delegates"
attended representing all
aspects of the industry
including consulting engineers,
contractors, suppliers, etc. The
general consensus was that the
weekend was as resounding a
success as ever.
A lot of hard work and
preparation went into the
organising of the various events
and the efforts of the hard-
working committee members
were rewarded by the fact that
everything went off smoothly. A
particular thanks is due to the
many sponsors, without whose
generosity the weekend would
not have been the same.
As a venue, the Nuremore
Hotel has a number of
advantages, not least being the
fact that it is little more than an
hour from Dublin. Apart from
the golf and snooker, ther other
sporting facilities such as
swimming, squash, etc are
much appreciated by the
fitness fanatics. For some of the
younger delegates (and a few of
the not so young) there was the
distraction of the local disco,
but most found this "Oasis" to
be a short-lived distraction and
thankfully a head count at
breakfast on Sunday moming
• P.J. Doyle, Chaimlan, CIBSE with Gerry Ross, Walker AIC, who is
presenting Hugh Byme, overall winner of the Saturday 18-hole competition
with his prize. Also present is Michael Curley.
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found all to be present ... if not
altogether correct.
Of course an important
factor in making the weekend
so enjoyable was the fact that it
was again blessed with superb
weather. This was particularly
important for the golfing
fraternity, although the scoring
eneral did not match up to
fine weather. This was no
doubt partly due to the effects
of the night before but was also
in part due to the golf course
being not nearly as benign as
first appearances would
suggest That is not to say that
the course itself was notin
magnificent condition but
some of the greens are so sleek
that memories of the US
fv\asters in Agusta were
resurrected.
Overall, the weekend had the
effect of bringing together
various strands of our·hard
pressed industry. If, as it seems
likely, it is decided to hold a
further Conference in 1989, the
Nuremore Hotel would again
seem to fit the bill. In this regard
. as noted that 10 new
rooms are well on the way
tOwards completion and this
should have the effect of easing
considerably the problems
associated with
accommodating the numbers
who wish to attend.
Footnote: The 'Coolair Snooker
Classic' was a tremendous
success with over 50
participants. Particular word of
thanks 'is due to Dave Egan and
his associates for ensuring the
smooth running of this event.
GOLF
RESULTS
(t) MasterAlr 9-Hole (5 clubs)
Competition (Friday)
1st Brendan Bracken (18) 20
pts; 2nd Sean Crawley (16) 20
pts; 3rd Hugh Byrne (8) 19 pts;
4th Eamon McGrattan (10) 19
pts; 5th Frank Somers (20) 18
pts.
Nonijolfers section
1st Danny McGrory 14 pts; 2nd
Bob Daly 13 pts; 3rd Tim
O'F1aherty 11 pts.
(2) Walker Air-Conditioning
tB-Hole Single Stableford
(Saturday)
Overall Winner Hugh Byrne (8)
41 pts.
(Class 1): 1st Frank Mullins (12)
31 pts; 2nd Joe Hogan (12) 30
pts; 3rd Charlie Monaghan (12)
29 pts.
(Class 2): 1st Sean Crawley (16)
35 pts; 2nd Eddie Egan (16) 33
pts; 3rd Con Stack (15) 32 pts.
(Class 3): 1st Michael
McDonagh (23) 32 pts; 2nd
Leo Lynch (23) 31 pts; 3rd
Cecil Geelan (18) 31 pts.
Nonijolfers section
1st Noel Memory 20 pts; 2nd
Danny McGrory 18 pts; 3rd Bob
Daly 18 pts.
• Michael Curley with Danny
McGrory and Robert McGratten.
Redbro 3·Man Team Scramble
(Sunday)
1st Mervin Reid, Cecil Geelan
and Terry O'Hagan 28·1/6th nett;
2nd Eamon O'Brien, Eamon
Treacy and Con Stack 29 nett;
3rd John Sweetman, Frank
Lawlor and Michael Curley 29·
%rd nett.
Coolalr Snooker Competition
Results
Group A
Winner Jim Bollard
Runner·up Jim King
Beaten semifinalists Frank
Kelly and Gerry Baker.
GroupB
Winner Paul Monaghan
Runner·up Brendan Stack
Beaten semifinalists John
McCarthy and Frank Kennedy.
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• Standing: Mervyn Reid, Terry O'Hagen and Cuil Geelan, winners 0 the
Redbro-sponsored Team Scramble, with John Ennis, Redbro and P. J. Doyle,
Chairman, CIBSE.• The end oJa long night - Con Stack with Matt Ronan and Danny McGrory.
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NEW PRODUCTS &LITERATURE
Euramo 'Gold'
Controlling Energy
Costs
OURABLOCK'
INCLINED
HI MANOMETER
spreadsheets.
Trend 940 works with the
thousands of existing IQ
generation controllers already
in use as well as opening up new
possibilities for tomorrow's
buildings.
Though Trend 940 will
operate on the current range of
IBM PC-AT's providing they
have the appropriate hardware
configuration, it is specifically
designed to operate in the new
IBM Personal System 2
environment or any directly-
compatible machine that
supports windows. In the main,
these are the fast and nexible
80286 and 80386 processor
machines such as the Research
Machines Nimbus.
For a full breakdown on
Trend 940 contact Standard
Control Systems Ltd, 5 Lower
Merrion St., Dublin 2, (Tel:
760612); Fax: 764694.
MAGNEHElIC'
GAGE
THE NEW 940 series
supervisors from Trend Control
System Ltd provide the modern
building or estate manager with
a simple and co-ordinated way
of dealing with complex
workloads.
Trend 940 attains new
standard for facilities
management providing a
simple-to-use, but powerful set
of features such as:
- greatly extended information
handling, including the ability
to bring different, relevant items
of information together on the
screen to aid recognition and
decision making;
Positive links between
building management and
functions such a maintenance
and cost analysis programmes.
- An operating environment
which encompasses other
business and manufacturing
functions including space
design, word processing and
•. To m~asure air velocity. connect a Dwyer Magnehelic or Minihelic
differentIal pressure gauge, or a Dwyer Durablock inclined manometer to a
Pitot tube ~n the air str~am as shown. The alternative method at right re~uires
o~/y a St~tlC tap plus a slmJ!le tube in centre ofduct topick up totalpressure. The
diff.erentlal pressure readm~ on th~ gauge ofmanometer is velocity pressure.
whIch may be converted to atT velOCIty by calculation or reference to conversion
charts. Where air density is known, the gauge or manometer can also be
ca/~brat.eddirectly i~ veloci~y u~it~. I(you need an alarm or controlfunction to
ma~ntam a pres~t atT velOCIty lImIt, mstall a Photohelic switch/gauge. Dwyer
stam/~ss steel Pitot tubes are made in numerous lengths and configurations to
serv~ m ~he smallest to the largest duct sizes. This application is one ofthe 109
appllcatlOnsfor Dwyer controls andgauges described in the DwyerApplication
Handbook. :urther details are availablefrom Manotherm Ltd., 4 Walkinstown
Road, Dublm 12. (Tel: 522355).
Trend 940 Supervisor
For Those Complex
Workloads
TOTAL
PRESSURE
SENSOR
Measuring Air Velocit
three are marketed under the
Euramo brand name - are the
new "Gold Star" 6m head
circulator and the company's
existing "middle of the road"
5m "Gold".
The "Gold Star" is designed
for higher reisstances or larger
systems - particularly those
using high-output, lightweight
boilers.
Copies from Wilo Salmson
Pumps Ltd., (Tel: 0332-385181).
The heatplan pack has 2 x 2
motorised valves and 922
electronic programmer.
All packs include a room and
cylinder thermostat, a ID-way
terminal box and easy to follow
wiring and installation
instruction .
In any public building, the
elimination of energy wastage is
of obvious importance and
proper time control of heating
and lighting cycles is a major
factor in the saving of energy.
The development of electronic
controls now means that
inexpensive timeswitches and
programmers, designed for
public buildings, are now
available. These enable spot-on
timing for any situation,
allowing energy expenditure
only when desired.
The Randall Mark 8 series of
time controls distributed
through Hevac Ltd enables up
to 200 events to be programmed
over seven days through one or
two independent channels.
Programming is via a key pad
membrane which allows
temporary addition, amend-
ment or cancellation of
individual programmes without
having to re-enter the total
programme.
A security key prevents
accidental or unauthorised
amendments to set times, which
are Sustained in the event of a
mains failure by an included re-
chargeable battery. Being
electronic, the unit is
maintenance free.
Details from Hevac Ltd,
Ballymount Road, Clondalkin,
Dublin 22, (Tel: 519411); Telex:
30324.
WILO SALMSON, the Derby-
based pump specialists, have
published a new six-page colour
brochure giving details of its
recently-launched "Triple
Gold" package of circulators
for central heating systems.
The package includes the new
"Solid Gold" low head unit
which is already proving
popular for use with high-
efficiency back-boi lers in
firefront installations.
The two other pumps - all
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RANDALL ELECTRONICS
manufacture a wide range of
domestic and commercial
central heating time controis.
The domestic range includes the
well-established electro-
mechanical 103 timeswitch and
102 mini programmer offering
traditional options in time
control where required. These
have been tried and tested over
many years with well over two
million units being sold.
Newer products are the
electronic controls, the Mark 9
range. The 911 electronic
timeswitch is ideal for control of
combination boilers, solid fuel
and warm air systems.
The 922 electronic program-
me offers water and heating
selection at totally independent
times from one another if
desired. Alternatively, the
programme may be linked
where necessary, depending on
the system being controlled.
Both units offer pre-set
programmes, up to 12 event
times, plus one hour and
advance overrides, LCD display
and battery back up. They have
achieved popularity due to their
elegant good looks, ease of
installation, versatility of use
and high end user acceptance.
To complement their existing
range, Randall - through
Hevac Ltd - have introduced
four new control packs. Each
pack contains all the controls
needed for the installation of a
central heating system. The
heatshare system consists ofa 3-
port mid-position valve, with a
choice ofthe 103 timeswitch, 102
mini-programmer or 922
electronic programmer.
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NEW PRODUCTS & LITERATURE
Commercial/Industrial
Internal Leak Sealer
FER OX MA UFACTUR-
I G Co Ltd has announced a
new internal leak sealer called
LS-2 for use in commercial and
industrial heating and cooling
terns.
eveloped from the com-
pany's LS-I domestic leak
sealer, LS-2 is designed to ea!
small leaks and weeps, without
clogging pumps, vents orvalves.
However, in LS-2, the
particulate size has been
increased to enable it to seal
larger leaks and resi t greater
pressure heads.
The principle on which
Fernox leak sealers work, can be
thought of as similar to the way a
drain becomes blocked with
leave; fir t the larger leave
bridge the gaps in the grating
and then smaller leaves and silt
plug the remaining holes. With
the Fernox leak ealers, it is the
particulate which accumulates
within the path of the leak to
form a soft plug.
Fernox LS-2 i non-toxic,
non-irritant and compatible
with most Fernox corrosion-
proofers and anti-freezes. The
recommended concentration is
I litre per 100-200 litres of
system water. LS-2 is available
in 5-litre container.
Details from Hevac Ltd,
Ballymount Road, Clondalkin,
Dublin 22, (Tel: 51941 I); Telex:
30324.
• Fernox LS-2 leak sealer - details from Hevac Ltd.
ASSOCIATED
HARDWARE
LIMITED
NECA CAST IRON BOILER AND UNIGAS MINIFLAM BURNER
• Net output from
70,000 BTU's to
195,000 BTU's
• Ideal for all domestic
heating installations
Midy22
• he-arranged
Wiring System
~ ASSOCIATEDHARDWARELIMITED
A vailable only from Homevalue stores nationwide
Another quality product from
Elmfield, Ninth Lock Road, Clondalkin, Dublin 22.
Telephone (01) 573583
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NEW PRODUCTS &LITERATURE
• The 8.2 kW Berryspray from Berrymagicoal. Distributed throughout
Ireland by Beaumark Ltd, this unit is now available to the trade exclusivelyfrom
all Heatmerchants outlets.
Shower Comfort
In Safety
response to a demand,
particularly from corporate
customers such as Municipal
Authorities and Construction
Companie and tho e involved
in industrial, commercial and
agricultural business.
The full range of pumps will
continue to be available from
established ABS dealer
throughout the country.
operating on 240V single-phase
50HZ supply. Water temper-
ature range is from +I5 degrees
C to 110 degrees C and
maximum pressure up to 10 bar.
Measuring 130mm across
ports, the Super Selectric has
standard 1V2in BSP male
threaded ports.
A range offittings tofacilitate
installation includes 22mm and
28mm compression valve,
22mm copper tails and lin BSPF
unions.
Detail from Grundf
Ireland Ltd, Unit 34, Stillorga
Industrial Estate, Blackrock,
Co. Dublin, (Tel: 954926).
New ABS Service
THE ABS submersible pump
can now be purchased, serviced
and reconditioned at the ABS
Factory, Wexford.
One of the world's largest
manufacturers of submersible
pumps, the company employs
over 1000 people, 300 of these at
their plant in Wexford.
. They have introduced this
new service to the Irish market in
• N~atly installed, the Grundjos Super Selectric heating circulator pump
p~ovldes greater performance for less power consumption than previous
Circulators.
THE GRUNDFOS Super
Selectric UPS 15-60 is smaller
and lighter than the pump it
replaces and uses less power to
provide the same performance.
Intended to replace the
existing UPS 18-60, the new
Super Selectric is specifically
designed for use with
increasingly-popular, high-
resistance central heating
installations as well as large and
micro-bore systems.
Suitable for frictional
resi tances up to 50 KPA and
flows up to 1.05 litres/sec. the
Super Selectric UPS 15-60 is
fitted with a 3-speed squirrel
cage induction type motor
Grundfos Heating
Circulation
, .
1
Three power settings
Maximum, which gives a
powerful flow of hot water even
in the coldest weather; A lower
setting for warm summer
showering; and finally a cold
setting.
A fine tune control allows for
minute alterations in temper-
ature to find one's own level of
comfort without scalding or
freezing.
Other features include a
conveniently-located mirror in
the facia of the cabinet and a
specially-designed riser bar
which is standard.
Further details are available
from any Heatmerchants'
outlets.
BERRYMAGICOAL'S
BERRYSPRAY is an 8.2 kW
instantaneous electric shower
incorporating advanced
technology to ensure safe and
economic use.
In addition to an attractive
cabinet-housing which has an
integral soap dish and easy-lO-
use controls, the host of other
special features included
comprise:
An automatic stabilising
control and anti-burst valve;
A temperature-sensing device
which switches off the heater
element immediately should the
temperature rise for any reason;
Another device which acts
similarly should the water
pressure fail;
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NEW PRODUCTS &LITERATURE
T.O'Reilly Vortice
Hi·Tech Alarm Breaks
Price Barrier
Ozone Layer and
Building Services
A EW sophisticated, easy-to-
install, burglar alarm for the
home has come on the Irish
market at less than £80 and is
being distributed by Gay Byrne
Distributors Ltd.
Using the latest In
microtechnology, it controls
and monitors many security
functions in the home but,
cause of its single zone
ration, the wiring instruct-
Ions are easy to follow.
Marketed under the trade
name Neighbourhood Watch, it
has already made a big impact
on the DIY market in Britain.
Indeed, it's significant that
the product was granted such a
name as a trade mark in Britain
for, as here in Ireland, the term
Neighbourhood Watch ha
been a sociated with successful
atlempts by ordinary citizens to
reduce the level of house-
breaking, mainly in urban areas.
They recognised the value of
the market and devised a pro-
duct that gives maximum home
security at the minimum cost.
More sophisticated than other
DIY alarm, it includes
magnetic contacts, a personal
atlack button and an anti-
tamper bell box.
Tim Wright initially
manufactured the system
himself, but so great was the
demand that a major financial
injection was called for. This led
to the acqui it ion of the
company by Fergabrook PLC.
It was a first step into the
ecurity ma rket for Fergabrook
and they have been greatly
encouraged by the results. A
new factory hasjust been built in
England to provide increased
output of Neighbourhood
Watch Security Sy terns.
T. O'Reilly (Electrical
Supplies) Limited, announce
their appointment as sole
agents for Vortice.
Vortice covers a wide
range of bathroom fans with
and without timer, window
and wall fans, ax~al fans,
chimney fans, Industrial
centrifugal fans, ceiling fans
and oscillating fans. The
range also includes domestic
vacuum cleaners, powerful
THE MONTREAL Protocol,
agreed last year to limit
production of certain ozone
depleting chlorofluorocarbons,
will have unforeseen implicat-
ions for the building services
industry. Designs on the
drawing board now could be
unacceptable to the client when
the restrictions begin to take
effect.
industrial cleaners, fan
heaters, convector heaters,
and cooker hoods.
The above .range is
manufactured to the highest
specifications and design.
Vortice is comprehensively
stocked in all T. O'Reilly
depots and is very competit-
ively priced.
For further information and
catalogues contact 712011.
BSRIA has produced a 15-
minute audio tape to make
engineers aware of the
impending restrictions, discuss
their possible effects and
propose some mitigating
actions.
Copies of this tape may be
ordered directly from the
BSRIA (Tel: 0345-42611), at a
cost of Stn.50.
.__..... IMI
Ajoint force withasingle purpose I
IMI 'M' Air Conditioning LldArmytage Road BrighollseI==========================~ West Yorkshire HOB 1QFI===========================~ Telephone (0484) 714361 Telex. 517487Facsimile (0484) 721949
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IDHE NEWS .... IDHE NEWS .... IDHE NEWS .... IDHE NEWS .... IDHE NEWS .... 10
Institute Completes
'87/'88 Programme
-~-
• John Duignan, C&F Ltd, with some o/hisguesrsatthe lDHE Dinne; CM's very generous
sponsorship o/the evening contributed immensly to the success o/the event.
• Deirdre Penrice with M~ria ":arren, Bill Penrice, and Kay and Harry Pattison.
harmonisation of 1992 will bnng. project. To achieve this schedule the
Overall, it was learned that the IDHE sUbjects on the course have been
is now in a very secure financial integrated and now comprise (a)
position, despite the poor . drawing/combustion; (b) heat
performance in respect of members transfer/systems.
subscriptions contributions. A drive It is also anticipated that students
aimed at improving this situation is will supplement the lectures by
scheduled for the coming season. attending at the Institute's series of
Members are asked to respond. Technical Lectures. These have taken
The education programme has also on a whole new dimension in recent
been revised with Dessie O'Loughlin months with attendances exceeding
organising a formula aimed at 100 people and including members of
maximising the interest of students other professional bodies such as
while also facilitating the extra CIBSE.
demands on their time. Officers for the '881'89 season are:-
Essentially, the new formula Chairman: Harry Pattison; Secretary:
consists of a one-year programme Paul Fox: Honorary Treasurer: John
with a further 12 months provided in Duignan; Education Officer: Dessie
which to prepare and present a O'Loughlin.
Over the last month the Institute of
Domestic Heating Engineers
completed its programme for this
season with two highly-successful
events - the Annual Dinner in the
Gresham Hotel and the Annual Golf
Outing at Newlands Golf Club in
Dublin.
The principal sponsor for the dinner
was C & F Ltd while H&V Distributors
provided an exciting array of prizes for
the golf outing.
However, numbers attending both
could have been better with the golf
outing in particular being affected by
another industry function.
Nonetheless, those participating
enjoyed near perfect golfing
conditions with Ray Byrne turning in a
very fine score on the day to take the
major prize.
Throughout this season the IDHE
has gained significantly in stature and,
in order to build on this, held its AGM
in May so that the Committee would
have the summer recess to
contemplate next season's
programme.
One of the major surprises at the
AGM was Bill Pen rice's decision not to
go forward for election to the
Committee. Bill has been a Committee
stallwart for as long as anyone can
remember and this season in
particular his performance as
Secretary excelled even the high
standard he himself sets.
His dedication and committment at
this level- coupled with his
incomparable enthusiasm and
organising skills - will be sorely
missed. However, he has pledged to
remai n available to advise and assist
when necessary.
Another departure from office-
also because of personal and business
committments - is Bob Couchman.
Bob's contribution to IDHE affairs
cannot be overstated and he too will
be badly missed. He was in fact the
Institute's fi rst President, a post he has
held for the last two years.
However, his replacement is another
long-serving IDH E member - Vincent
Duffy. Vincent was a unanimous
choice for the role and he is expected
to pick up where Bob left off. In his
acceptance address at the AGM he
outlined briefly his primary objectives
for the future, emphasising in
particular the need for members to
make themselves au fait with all the
market changes the impending
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BTU RESULTS ... BTU RESULTS ... BTU RESULTS ... BTU RESULTS ... BTU RESU
Runtal- The
Island
(12/4/88)
Winner Frank Cahill (9) 38 pts.
Class I Winner: Joe Warren (1 1)
34 pts; 2nd Liam Stenson (10)
33; 3rd Peter Johnston (6) 32.
Class 11 Winner: Paddy
Costelloe (15) 37 pts; 2nd
Eamon CuI/en (12) 36 pts
(back nine); 3rd Pat Dunphy
(12) 36 pts.
Class III Winner: Gerry Phelan
(21) 35 pts (back nine); 2nd
Gerry Dolin (17) 35 pts; 3rd
Shay Kearney (18) 33 pts (from
Frank Spencer).
Visitors Winner: Mick Molloy
(12) 33 pts; Runner·up Shay
Rogers (2) 32 pts.
Front 91 st Noel Cullen (13) 18
pts; 2nd E Egan (16) 18 pts.
Back 9 1st V. Dowling (1 7) 18
pts; 2nd G. Carlton (17) 18
(from Eamonn McGratten).
WiloPumps
- Forrest
Uttle
(12/5/88)
Winner John Lawlor (H16) 43
pts.
Class I Mick Devoy (H 10) 37
pts; Aubry Moriarty (H8) 36 pts
(last six); Brian Farrell (H4) 36
pts.
Class 11 Sean Cagney (H12) 39
pts; Tony Gillen (H12) 36 pts;
John Loughlin (H14) 33 pts.
Class III Shay Kearney (H18) 37
pts; Sean Moran (H22) 34 pts
(back nine); GeorgeCarlton
(H17) 34 pts.
Back Nine Joe Hogan 18 pts
(last six); Michael Curley 18 pts.
Front nine Uam Stenson 18 pts
(last six); Kevin Shanahan 18
pts.
Visitors Hugh Byme (H8) 36
pts;MichaeIByrne(H12)34
pts.
• Wilo Outing: Captain John Lavelle with overall winner John Lawlor and • Wilo Outing: Back nine - Joe Hogan with Tony Cusack and captain John
Tony Cusack, Wilo. Lavel/e.
• Wilo Outing: Class III winner Shay Kearney with captain John Lavelle and • Runtal Outing: Class III winner Gerry Phelan with captain John Lavelleand
Tony Cusack, Wilo. . Pat Keane, Runtal.
• Runtal Outing: Class I winner Joe Warren with captain John LavelleandPat • Runtal Outing: Overall winner Frank Cahill with Pat Keane, Runtal.
Keane ofRuntal.
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of golf, my thanks to
Tom Scott of Hevac
who provides me
with such an
excellent choice of
photographs from
the various BTU and
other outings
throughout the
season.
More's the pity I
don't have the space
to use them all
though I think some
of the "candid"
shots from
Nuremore are best
consigned to the
safe under lock a
key.
Unfortunately, I
was unable to attend
this year, but as the
report on page xx
verifies, the
weekend lived up to
all expectations ...
and surpassed some
judging by the
photographs I have
seen!
********
To end on a more
serious note, my
congratulations to
Jlmmy Boucher &
Co on the success
of the H&V
Distributors semi r
for service
engineers recent
This was the first
of a planned series
and concentrated
on Intercal burners
(both gas and oil),
attracti ng a mixed
aud ience of over 40
services engineers
and merchants.
H&V had the full
support of their
principals in this
effort with Peter
Zaplnnl of Intercal
giving the lecture.
Nice also to see
the Lecture Theatre
at Eolas being used
for such an industry
function.
However, Jimmy
Boucher told me
that he intends
holding future
events in the series
at various locations
throughout the
country to avoid a
Dublin-based bias.
PLUMBLINES
********
important piece of
literature for
historians and
archaeologists but
makes great
reading for
everyone interested
in our heritage.
********
While on the subject
One man and his
golf ... Not being a
golfer myself, I must
admit to the shame
of not knOWing
much about the
finer points of the
game.
However I have
noted with interest
John Lawlor's
performances at
recent outings.
John, I'm told, has
always been a grat
great competitor
and it's nice to see
him now reaping a
return for his efforts.
• Tom Scoff.
• John Law/or.
country for evidence
of our ancestors.
Amongthe
outstanding
discoveries detailed
in Margaret
Gowan's book "3
I rish Gas Pipelines:
New Archaeological
Evidence in
Munster" was the
foundations of a
neolithic house at
Tankardstown in
Co. Limerick which
dates back to
around 2,500 BC.
Other discoveries
included a large
number of Bronze
Age burial and ritual
sites; an ancient
roadway; later
preh istoric
dwellings and
fulaehta fiadha
(ancient cooking
places).
The book, which
is illustrated with
over130
photographs and
line draWings, is
not just an
• JimMaher.
Pipeline Discoveries
... Archaeologist
Margaret Gowan
has just published
her findings from
the archaeological
digs carried out
during the
construction of
three cross-country
Natural Gas
pipelines by Bord
Gais Eireann.
Funded by Bord
Gais, the
archaeologists
surveyed the routes
of the new pipelines
to Waterford,
Charleville and
Limerick. Before
construction, there
was no visible
evidence of the 90
sites discovered.
As the engineers
peeled back the top
layer of soil the
archaeologists were
presented with a
unique opportunity
to examine an
extensive cross-
secti on of the
• Niall Grant at Nuremore.
********
And still on the
international front ...
what of all those
trips in relation to
the European
Championships in
West Germany. At
the time of writing
there was talk of
various distributors
having organised
parties to travel for
at least the Ireland v
England game but,
as the date drew
near, it looked like
there were too many
trips and too few
takers.
Even rig ht up to
the week end ing 10
June it was unclear
how many industry
parties would be
travelling.
I'll have full details
on just how many
got off the ground in
the next issue.
********
People on the move
... It's nothing but
swings and
roundabouts it
would seem as far as
personnel
movements are
concerned within
the industry.
Latest examples
are Kevln
Shanahan's move
from Heatequip to
Quadrant and
Charlle BIllings'
departure from H&V
Distributors to ...
yes, you've guessed
it ... Heatequip. ,
Talk about ever-
decreasing circles.
PLUMBLINES
On the international
front, my
cong ratu lations to
Jlm Maher of Coal
Information
Services on his
Government
nomination to
occupy Ireland's
Consumer/Dealer
seat on the
European Coal and
Steel Consultative
Committee at
Luxembourg for a
further two years.
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VVhatever the application) few pumps
apply themselves to their task quite as well
as Grundfos.
Take) for example) our Boiler Feed)
Pressure Boosting) Heating) HWS and
Ohilled Water O~rculator pumps and Sump
Pump ranges.
Built to last) they should be your first
choice for reliability, efficiency and durability
You'll find details and specifications
of Grundfos Pumps in our Pump Selection
Guide) available free ifyou write to us at
one of the addresses below You can also
contact your nearest Grundfos stockist
G~~NDFOS·I}t1
Grundfos (Ireland) Limited,
Unit 34, Stillorgan Industrial Park,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin, Ireland.
Telephone: (01) 954926 Telex: 90544
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BALLYMOUNT ROAD, CLONDALKIN, DUBLIN 22. TEL: 519411. TELEX 30324. Fax: 553084.
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To complement their existing range of time controls, Randall now time controls The Heatplan pack has 2x2-por .
introduce FOUR new Control Packs. Each pack has all you need for and an electronic programmer. All packs have a room and cylinder
trouble-free installation of a central heating system. The Heatshare thermostat, a 10 way terminal box and easy to follow instructions.
system consists of a 3-port mid position valve - with a choice of For a totally integrated system, fit a Randall Control Pack.
RandalI Electronics Limited, Ampthill Road, Bedford MK42 9ER. Tel: 0234 64621
DORSET HEATING & PLUMBING CENTRE
70/72 LOWER DORSET STREET DUBLIN 7. TELEPHONE 301211 (5 LINES)
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